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■SPDR: (Speedy roller) 
This type is the most general series that is delivered as 
the set of carriages and rails. There are four types of sizes 
20, 25, 30 and 43. There are standard and long type 
carriages for each size. There are standardized 
maximum 4 meter rail stock in each size. 
 

■HALFR: (Half rail) 
Rails are cut in half. Therefore, this type is ideal for 
design of a carriage plate by customers.  
In that case, please use the rail with VR rollers of OZAK 
standard. There are standardized maximum 4 meter rail 
stock. 
 
■MHALFR: (Antirust Half rail) 
This Half rail is antirust type. This is subjected to surface 
treatment onto V transfer plate. Therefore, this type is 
ideal for clean environment where rust is not allowed. 
Also, please use the rail with antirust MVR rollers of 
OZAK standard. There are standardized maximum 2.7 
meter rail stock. 
 
■VR, MVR: (V roller) 
V roller have an eccentric shaft and a concentric shaft, 
they can get a smooth driving performance without gap 
by install each types of shafts together. 
Also, there are standardized stock of standard type V 
roller series and antirust type MVR roller series. 
 
 
 

 

The following fig42 shows vertical direction travel 
precision 1), horizontal direction travel precision 2) for 
the SPDR series. 
Fig42 

 

Table120 

Maximum speed 10m/sec 

Straightness precision 0.05mm/1m 

Adaptation temperature -20℃～80℃ 

Maximum rail length max 4m 

 

SPDR, HALFR, VR series
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L10: Rated Life                km 

C: Basic dynamic load rating   N 

P: Acting radial load          N 

fS: Impulse, vibration and/or speed factor; 
see table122 

fi: Load direction factor; see fig44 

 

Table121: Basic load rating  Fig43: Permissible moment
C C0Model No.
N N 

SPDR20 1050 820 
   
SPDR25 2000 1200 
SPDR25L 2600 1800 
   
SPDR30 4000 2700 
SPDR30L 5200 4000 
   
SPDR43 6000 4250 
SPDR43L 8000 6350 

 

 

 

 

Table 122: Impulse, vibration and/or speed factor 

Conditions fS

When the reciprocating motion speed is V=300mm/sec 

or less without impact or vibration 
1~1.5

When the reciprocating motion speed is V=1000mm/sec 

or less with slight impact or vibration  
1.5~2.0

When the reciprocating motion speed is V=1000mm/sec 

or more with heavy impact or vibration 
2.0~4.0

 

 

   Fig44: Load direction factor; fi
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